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● Where does Anthropologie get their 

clothes manufactured from? How 

ethical are they as a brand? 

● How do they treat their manufactures? 

● Secondary research 

● Survey - How does the consumer feel? 

How much do they know about where 

they shop from? 

● Qualitative interview 

What are we trying 
to research? 



First, Know the Facts

Anthropologie is NOT their own solo brand. 

URBN is the parent of Anthropologie, Free 

People, BHLDN, and Terrain brands. 



Are the URBN 
Brands Ethical?



Eco Friendly? Kind of… 

● Promote upcycle products called Urban 
Renewal 

● Have not made a commitment to reduce 
indirect or direct greenhouse gas emissions. 
But, they did make an effort to lower their 
carbon footprint 

●  No evidence on minimizing or eliminating 
hazardous chemicals 

● Failed to produce policies on water usage 
and wastewater management 

Animal Welfare? Getting there

● Do NOT use real fur, angora, or exotic 
animal hair/skin 

● They do utilize real leather and wool - 
this is an issue because the welfare of 
the workers and animals cannot be 
guaranteed 



How Are They Treating 

Their Manufacturers? 



That Wasn’t A Part of the Contract? 

Giving back to Their Community? 

● URBN promotes their UO 
Community Cares, where the 
team and employees give back 
to their local community  

What about across the supply chain? 

● According to the California 
Transparency in Supply Chains Act, 
URBN commits to NO child or slave 
labor. However, very little to support 
these claims. 

● 2015 - URBN scandal involving labor 
rights scandal, employees were asked 
to work for free during “training day” 

● http://investor.urbn.com/static-files/
d5277828-a6f9-484e-99e1-5f93d295
cfdf

● http://investor.urbn.com/responsible-
sourcing

http://investor.urbn.com/static-files/d5277828-a6f9-484e-99e1-5f93d295cfdf
http://investor.urbn.com/static-files/d5277828-a6f9-484e-99e1-5f93d295cfdf
http://investor.urbn.com/static-files/d5277828-a6f9-484e-99e1-5f93d295cfdf


Secondary Research 
of Anthropologie 



Anthropologie’s Social Media 



Some Backlash 
● Many individuals feel strongly to stop 

shopping from the URBN brands but is 

difficult because of loyal customers 

who are hooked on the look. 

● You’re not buying their clothes, you’re 

buying a lifestyle. 



Consumer Survey 
Insights 



Those who are 50+ 
● Came there to shop what they came 

from… a lifestyle. Purchasing pricy 
clothing items that present boho with a 
little bit of country, yet still remains chic 

● Spends about $85 per visit
● Do NOT research where Anthro’s 

clothing are manufactured from 
● Majority says it’s not important to them 

where their clothes are made
● 75% of the participants who are 50+, 

claims it does not impact their shopping 
decisions how URBN treats their 
manufacturers 

●  Most important ethical value of retail 
companies responded with labor 
conditions 



Qualitative Interview 



Q: Is there anything ethical you noticed about working for Anthropologie? Such as, their values they hold as a company.

A: “Ethically, the company VERY much cares about the customer, what the customer thinks, and the company/employees are held to a 

very high standard to uphold the highest value of customer care as possible. I have limited knowledge on the ethics of where the clothing 
comes from.” 

Q: What is something consumers look for in Anthropologie? Such as, do they ever ask about Anthropologie's ethical values? (maybe 

consumers don't at all and that’s okay too)

A: “They look for quality clothing, clothes that hold up and last (which unfortunately was not always the case) If a customer pays $150 for 

jeans, they want the quality to uphold the price they paid. Customers would expect anthro to return absolutely anything, regardless of how 
long they have had the item. Last June, anthro updated the policy $60 days for a full refund, after that its merch credit only, or if no anthro 
account/receipt, then the customer gets it the price they paid. The change made some customers angry, but overall, they seem to look for 
quality/high-quality customer”

 

 



Q: Do you know where Anthropologie gets their clothes manufactured from since you work for the store?

A: “As a customer associate, I have no idea where the clothes are manufactured from. They come in boxes, we unpack, I sometimes look 

at the label, but that’s the extent of it. From a store standpoint, it seems they care more about how the customer will see/love/engage with 
the product, rather than where it comes from.”

Q: Have you discovered anything (good or bad) when you started working for Anthropologie? Not necessarily the workforce, but rather 

things the general public may not be aware of.

A: “I’ve heard that anthro has copied from artists around the globe on different designs, but not  heard this from the company, but rather 

hearsay. This makes me second guess if they are recognizing artists/designs they pull from. Also, I know anthro recently partnered with 
Joanna Gains from Target, and there was a big backlash from some customers (I read this on the internet) because anthro has been known 
for using unique artists/ and by partnering with Joanna Gains, the company went too mainstream. I know they recently made a plus-sized 
line which is great for inclusivity! I just really know very little about how sustainable the company is. Sometimes when we would unpack 
clothes they would smell odd/or very much like chemicals, which was weird and concerning, but that’s the extent that I know.” 


